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 One Person: many names 
• Hong Kong ID card 
Wong, Danny Wai Ming  Roman 
黃偉明    Chinese (漢字 - hanzi) 
• Published or Academic Form 
Wong, WMD 
Wong, WM 
Wong, DW 
• Pronunciations from other vernaculars: 
Hanyu Pinyin (Mandarin)  Huang Weiming 
WadeGiles（Taiwan）  Huang Wei-ming 
Fokkien people in Taiwan  Hwang, Wai-ming 
Korean:    Huang Wim Yeong 
• Other listings, 
Wong, Danny WM   
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One name: many people 
• Academic Name 
Wong, DWM 
• Wong, Daniel Wai Ming 
• Wong, David Wing Man 
 
• From Romanization to Hanzi (汉字)  
Wong, Wai-ming 
• 黃偉明    (traditional) 
• 黄伟明  (simplified) 
• 王偉明 
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Ambiguous identity 
• Authors 
• Inventors 
• Principal / Co-Investigators 
• Contractors / consultants 
• Architects 
• Thesis advisors 
• 等々 
 
The problem incarnate 
• Personal Reputation 
Lost citations 
Lost opportunities 
Lower measures of esteem 
• Peer review 
 
• Smaller Institutional digital footprint 
Rankings 
Peer review 
Less funding 
Smaller standing in Unesco country reports 
等々 
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2009 – URC Grant:  
HKU Bibliographic Rectification 
• Web of Knowledge 
ResearcherID on 1,500 HKU scholars 
• Scopus 
1,500 HKU authors cleaned & disambiguated 
• Google Scholar  
Google Scholar Citations 
• ACM Digital Library 
• SSRN 
• RePEc 
• CiteULike 
• PubMed 
• BioMed Experts 
• 等々 
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2009 – KEO Grant:  
To Make Visible, HKU Research & Researchers 
• Knowledge Exchange 
3rd mission 
Mutual benefit 
• HKU’s IR 
The HKU Scholars Hub 
2005, OA publications 
2009, key vehicle for HKU’s KE initiative 
• Research & Researchers 
More than publications 
• Patents 
• Grants / projects 
• Depts / Ctrs 
• And their attributes 
– Awards 
– Grant funders 
– Languages spoken / written 
– Citation / download counts 
– 等々 
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Owner Database Data 
HKU Registry Communications Directory Name, email, office, title 
-- ditto Research Output System 
(ROS) 
Publications Data 
-- ditto -- ditto Awards, honours, prizes 
HKU Registry, Research 
Services 
Research Committee 
Grants Application System 
Grant, PI, Co-I, panel, 
keywords, funding, etc. 
HKU Graduate School Postgraduate student 
supervision DB 
Supervised students, thesis 
title, date, etc. 
Faculty, Department pages Staff profiles Research interests, picture, 
etc. 
HKU Communications & 
Public Affairs (CPAO) 
Media Contact Directory Expertise, languages 
spoken & written 
-- ditto Community Service DB Editorships, miscellaneous 
HKU Tech Transfer Office Patent data 
  香港大學學術庫    -   The HKU Scholars Hub   -   香港大學學術庫    
 
 

• Show 
Affiliations 
citeULike, Scopus, PubMed, WoS 
Internal stats, download & view 
• Article level metrics 
• Alt-metrics 
 
Contact the Author ? 
 
Chunyue 
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 Patent Sources 
Country Source 
US USPTO 
Derwent 
World Patent Lens 
Patentscope 
Espacenet 
US (Chemistry) SciFinder 
EU European Patent Office 
Japan Japan Patent Office 
China SIPO (State Intellectual Property office of 
the PRC) 
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ORCID, Auto Population ? 
• Raw data from Scopus & others 
Ain’t clean 
Method to clean is not quickly understood 
Most authors won’t spend the time to clean 
 

 DSpace-CRIS Addon 
 
• Funded by HKU KEO 
• All new Hub features  Dspace community 
Rel. 3.0 and future releases 
• Looking for interested collaborators & testers 
http://cilea.github.com/dspace-cris/index.html 
 
 OA IR  KE CRIS 
 
 
• Current Research Information System 
Publications, AND all other objects to describe & contextualize 
an Institution’s research 
• Other CRIS functions: 
Monthly stat reports to each scholar 
• Citation totals, and % of monthly increase 
• Alt metrics: number of views and downloads 
Web service to extract any Hub data and re-use 
Supply departmental citation increases to HKU Sr Management 
Team 
Supply citation counts for HK University Grants Committee 
(UGC) RAE 
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Why move to a CRIS ? 
• Research is described & contextualized by more than 
publications 
• The benefits of authority work extend beyond publication 
author name disambiguation 
• Libraries can do more to support their institutions than 
process publications 
Decline of print cataloguing,  repurposing of staff 
 
• E-Science & E-Research beckon !  
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